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Dear fellow Delawareans,

The Office of Auditors of Accounts (OAOA) has operated
the Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Hotline for decades. The
hotline permits the public and employees within state
government to privately report alleged fraud, waste,
and abuse of state funds and resources. Individuals
may remain anonymous and OAOA protects the
identity and privacy of any individual making a report.

Hotline tips are received primarily through online
channels or a toll-free phone number (1-800-55-
FRAUD). Reporting tips related to fraud, waste, and
abuse may come from first-hand observers or
witnesses that are either citizens or employees of the
state.  OAOA reviews each hotline report to determine
whether the allegation or concern would be addressed

more appropriately by making a referral to another state agency (i.e., Department 
of Health and Social Services, Department of Labor, etc), or if an independent 
review by OAOA is warranted. OAOA determines which reports require further 
investigation and which reports are followed up during ongoing audit work. The 
investigation and audit work is managed by OAOA Hotline Team.

We are pleased to submit this report of the Hotline for fiscal year ending June 30, 
2022. The primary consideration in determining the contents of special reports is 
to produce information to help improve the effectiveness of government. This 
report summarizes activity reported through the Delaware Office of Auditor of 
Accounts in fiscal year 2022, including the number, nature, and resolution of 
hotline tips. My hope is that this report helps to emphasize the importance of a 
reporting hotline as a critical tool which has a significant impact on how fraud is 
detected.

Thank you for the opportunity to serve you.

Sincerely,

Kathy McGuiness, RPh, CFE

401 Federal St    Townsend Building    3rd Floor    Dover, DE 19901

Main Office: 302-739-4241



OAOA Hotline
By the Numbers

Reports in FY22

308

Reports Closed by
OAOA in FY22

153

Reports Remain Open & Under
Review Pending Additional Detail

65

Reports Referred to the
Appropriate State Agency

90
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Fiscal Year 2022 Hotline Results
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Hotline Volume Trending Up
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Figure 4. Subjects of Hotline Reports in FY2022
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Agency, organization, or entity involved

Dates of alleged wrongdoing

Any supporting documentation if applicable

Any other information you feel is important to
the allegation - the more detail, the better.

Optional: Contact information for
follow-up

Remember, we take your
anonymity seriously, so you may
provide as much or as little
contact information as you feel
comfortable with.
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To put it simply, it helps us PREVENT, DETECT, and INVESTIGATE issues in the state.

Increases deterrence of fraud, waste, and abuse Improves policy and procedures

Strengthens internal controlsUses report data to identify trends and address risks

Informs the audit planBoosts operational efficiency and effectiveness

Make actionable recommendations to management 
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"A tip is nearly three times more likely to detect fraud
than an internal audit."

 
- Occupational Fraud 2022: A Report to the Nations



Violation of State Policy (unqualified employees, missed background checks, etc.)
Misuse or Waste of Funds/Resources (unnecessary or excessive
purchases/construction, etc.)
Abuse of State technology (misuse of the Internet, unauthorized of state
computers, personal calls/use of fax machines, etc.)
Leave Abuse (Arrives late or leaves early, takes long lunches or other excessive
breaks)

The OAOA fraud hotline was established to report fraud, waste, abuse, and other
misconduct. The hotline reporting system includes receiving information (tips) on
the misappropriation of public resources (state programs, funds, personnel, etc.) by
state agencies, employees, or others working under contract with the State of
Delaware. The person reporting may choose to remain anonymous when reporting
their issue or tips. The hotline provides problem resolution that guarantees an
unbiased, objective, and impartial review without fear of reprisal by offering an
anonymous channel for reporting issues. 

Examples of hotline tips may include: 

  
To ensure that all state employees and the public are aware and have opportunities
to report suspected fraud, waste, or abuse, OAOA developed an online fraud hotline
application in September 2019. Additionally, OAOA employees have the hotline
contact information in their email signatures. The State Auditor also takes an active
approach to communicating information on the hotline including social media
posts, radio and newspaper interviews, and during in person public events around
the state (i.e., Delaware State Fair). Improving public communication from the
Auditor's Office is critical for enhancing risk assessment and developing relevant
and insightful audit plans.
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